PROTECT YOUR OFFICE 365 DATA
Your organisation cannot afford to overlook Backup for Office 365.
Just because your data is situated in the Cloud, it doesn’t mean that it is protected.

There is a misconception that if your organisation’s data is in Office 365, you don’t
need a Backup solution. In fact, the data protection challenges for Office 365 are
the same as they are for on-premises data sets and that could be leaving your
organisation exposed.
Even if data is hosted in the Cloud, it is still an organisation’s responsibility for how
it is protected and managed, not Microsoft’s. Cloud based replication improves
platform availability but does not protect against data loss or corruption, malicious
or otherwise.
Organisations have to take action to protect themselves and manage their data
risk whilst simplifying and accelerating how they restore their data when
something goes wrong. They need a complementary and comprehensive backup,
archive, and compliance solution that is purpose-built to remove the complexity
when it comes to backing up Office 365.
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It is critical that organisations of all sizes recognise the risks and
take steps to protect their Office 365 data.

4 Questions to Ask
1 Does my organisation have an Office 365

The Risks You Face
If You Don’t Backup Office 365

Backup strategy?

If it doesn’t, you’re relying on SLAs, processes and
support that haven’t been designed for recovering
your data and this can impact your operations.

2 How recoverable is my Office 365 data?

In Office 365, data is replicated, but true recoverability
means you have multiple application consistent
historic point-in-time copies of data. This data can be
recovered with object level granularity.

3 Who can I call if I need help restoring my
Office 365 data?

Our Managed Backup offers a 24/7 help desk.

4 Where is my existing Office 365 data hosted?
Data copies are tenanted within Microsoft’s
infrastructure rather than discrete copies in a
segregated environment.

No protection against data
corruption, malware, user
error or malicious intent
No point in time full
application consistent
historic recovery points
No simple point and click
granular recovery of
application objects
No copies of Office 365
data outside of Microsoft’s
Infrastructure

MANAGED BACKUP FOR OFFICE 365
Included in a single per user monthly fee:
Our fully managed enterprise grade backup service
for Microsoft Office 365 provides a comprehensive
approach to protecting all your cloud data without the
complexity.
We have a unified backup and recovery solution for
your Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, OneDrive
for Business, and any other data located on-premises
or across multiple clouds.
We help you store backup copies outside of the
Office 365 environment and even outside of the
Microsoft environment so it’s secure, quick and easy
to recover data from deletion, corruption or malicious
intent. We can even store backup copies within your
data centres.
Our end user portal provides simple access for
end-users to discover and recover data.

BENEFITS
√ Our fully managed service desk provides 24/7/365 support
for all your Office 365 backup needs

√ Longer term historic recovery points with object level

granularity provide the basis for your compliance and
governance needs

√ Simple granular recovery of Exchange items, SharePoint
documents and OneDrive for Business folders and files

√ Our data reduction technologies reduce your cloud storage
footprint

√ Ability to backup/recover to alternative Azure, other cloud
targets or on-premises data centres

√ Can empower your end users with self-service portal for a
single point recovery for all of their data

Reliable data access:

√ Flexible retentions for all Office 365 data sets to meet your

Quickly recover from data loss by storing backup
copies of Office 365 data, and other assets across
cloud and on-premises infrastructures.

√ Fully auditable reporting on user operation
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compliance, GDPR or storage cost saving requirements

SIMPLIFY,
AUTOMATE & MANAGE
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Backup and Recover
24/7/365
Fully Managed Service
Object Level Recovery
Flexible Retentions
Proactive Issue Management
Self Service Portal
Fully Accountable
to agreed SLA
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